
September, remember, the first UT?A mailing. FLATF01M ( incorporating 
SOAPBOX) emanates from ric Bontcliffc, 47 Alldis ot, Great floor,Stock- 
port, Cheshire. esponsib^l^^(ur options in..t®ii».y.'age0ine
is shared by EB, Terry Jeeves,’ and Lemon Hdr^ Num................................... .............

CONVACATION
Just who thought of this idea first I do not know (io,that 

instead of a organized weekend convention, fans should foregather at the 
same resort for their annual vacation), I had had something of this nat
ure at tho back of my mind (the great outbacx) for some time previous to 
the Supermancon. When I approached hal Ashworth, George Gibson, Horman 
Shorrock, and one or two other folk, I discovered that a similar eruption, 
of cellular matte? had occured, resulting in an orgasm producing an idea 
of great propinquity, in their minds. We kicked the idea around a lit
tle at the convention, but due to the many distractions (even a program) 
that a convention has to offer, nothing was decided. Since the con’ some 
correspondence on this subject has been exchanged, and I would liko to 
quote some of it herein, together with some of my own reactions tote 
scheme.
Convacation. The proposal that next year (1955) as many fans as possib* 
le shall take their annual vacation at tho same time, staying in the 
same hotel at the same resort, holiday camp, or whathaveyou.
I think that during and since the Supermancon, most of us realised that 
it is tho social sido of fan gatherings, and not the ’organized* entort- 
ainment, which is the most enjoyable. The long conversations on multit
udinous subjects, sometimes including science fiction, the horrible puns 
which it is possible to make when in a state of intoxication, and really 
getting to know folk with whom you have previously only corresponded . 
Harry Turner, informs me that now that I have realised this fact I have 
become a mature fan, personally I consider I became a mature fan when I 
resigned from the Supermaz .on committee, but as I have’nt any salt handy 
I won’t open any wounds rtjnt now. Back to the subject, tho weekend 
convention does not allow sufficient time for fraternisation, even when 
one stays up all night, for this reason mainly, I am very much in favour 
of convacation. Now let’s quote around a little.............

"definitely favour a con-vacation. I would be prepared to attend futu
re cons (and all this goes for Ina as well, haven’t seen the rost of the 
boys yet) similar to the SkC, but not in a London hotel. I feel that 
the manager and tho staff of the Grosvenor wore, comparatively speaking 
reasonable towards u over tho parties, the final ultimatum being deliv
ered to us at 3am on Sunday. At the Bennington last yoar it had reached 
the stage where fen were being questioned as to whether they wore resid
ents as they entered the hotel in the late evening. Remember Eric ? ((I 
do)) A holiday camp would obviate all tuis. Vnat about money ? ...what
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wo loose on the fare, we gain on the cheaper Liquor. And a con in Irela
nd yet II”. Thusly speaks Norman Shorrock. I fully agree with his rem
arks about hotel staff, by their attitude towards the conventioneers 
they can make, or ruin a convention. A Holiday Camp would seem to be a 
rather good place to hold a convacation, I believe that at most of the 
Butlins camps they now sound two reveilles, one for ’change beds’...this 
would seem to fit in rather well with ,Fannish amorality. Only thing I 
can see against Butlins’ is the fact that the Red Coats are pretty good 
with water pistols.

Now let’s hear from Harry Turner. ”...As for this idea of living with 
fellow fen for a period of seven to fourteen days at a stretch, that 
doesn’t soundsIjkeOa^holiday to melB I.can stand few fen_Qyer a long 
pehibaj SI* a lot or feH over S Short per^jaj out your suggestion sounds 
like very hell to me. Maybe I’m unsociable. I fancy I’ll be .^ier 
trying to relax on the sands trying to ignore the family bawling for mo
ney for ice cream? strikes me as being more peaceful anyway. I always 
did prefer the solitude of the wide open spaces to Butlins. Count me out

And from Mal Ashworth. " You know if we could only channel the satir
ical abilities of this bitter-and-twisted Cid Fan from Romiley in the 
right direction we might REALLY do something............The convacation scheme 
I like quite a lot in theory^ I’m still a ’goshwowboyoboy-first-time-co- 
nventioneer’ so I’m still quite sociable as far as fand are concerned, 

........."Tell Norman to stop bleeding lU&ll!!.........................

and consider, as I think do a large number of fans who have not become 
warped through sitting on convention committees t, that two days isto 
shSTt^for the social side of a con - ergo a vacation of this kind would 
solve that angle and I think that’s the main point in iT^s favour. A pr- 
gramme is just incidental anyway and does’nt matter5 where there’s fans 

there’ll be fun....I like the idea and my only misgiving is - is it pra
cticable ???.’’

Yes, I think it is practicable. No doubt much controversy will range 
as regards to the site of the first convacation, but once this has been 
decided upon there will be far less work to be done than there is in the 
organization of a two-day convention. An organizer must be found of 
course, I would like to see some member of the Liverpool group take on 
this job. The liverpool blokes are about the only s-f club extant, not 
suffering from con-gafia, and there is plenty of unused talent within 
this club. The organizers task should not be an overly onerous one or 
time consuming. His main responsibility,,after the site is chosen,'* 'd 
be to locate a suitable hotel (assuming that a rerort is chosen)or tc... 
block-book at a holiday camp.

There you have a few pro’s and cons about the convacation scheme, I 
suggest that we all give the idea publicity in our respective fanzines 
as soon as possible, and ask for comments. Meanwhile, I should be very 
pleased to receive any letters from any of you relevant to the scheme - 
and will publish any quotable ones received in the next PLATFORM. EB 
JERSEY "would’Be ’a’good "place “for “the'first'’convacation,0 ’reason,’ "Beef Z I8d 
per pint..Rum..one shilling per glass..Fags..1/4 for twenty. And - the 
island is entirely surrounded by ammunitionl11



Terry’s portion, or, this is his lot.
A platform usually has three legs, at the very least , if it is to 
maintain its equilibrium. This one has oniy two, so it will be a very 
shaky affair. Anyway, here's the other leg chucking In his two cents 
worth. Eric has covered the convacatlon so completely,that all I need 
to say about the thing , is that I’ll be -jhere unless something very 
unexpected happens.. .Enemles, your warnings Now for a small (?)
gripe. Why do so many U.S. fanzines share 30 few editorial policies 
between them ? Check your stack of fmx., I bet that 75% of the U.S. 
copies have one of the following three policies.

1. An argument over 6th., 7th., 8th., or ;what have you’fandom.
2. Official business.. .this means, they are either proposing to 

have elections, publishing candidates platforms (which say a 
lot and do nowt), having the elections, or printing the results.

3. Supplying the publishing outlet for the correspondence of a 
tight (?) little group of letter writers..usually no more than 
half a dozen..often on the subject of policy 1.

Of course, there are variations on this theme. I read one fans idea 
of actifanning, and wondered just what the hell.. .having been elected 
to some office (Policy 2.) he proposed limiting the various defunct 
committees for this, that, and the other,by forming a new one to help 
correlate the functions of the others. All we need now, is an inter
national committee to correlate all the work of individual correlating 
committees. Think on these things , we aon’t want British fandom to 
go this way.... or do we ? —
ARE FLYING SAUCERS REAL ? That 
question is now settled, at least 
as far as Eric Jones is concerned. 
Eric describes the details of his 
sighting in the first issue of 
TRIODE, and as far as I’m concer
ned, his word is good enough for 
me. Eric believes he saw a saucer, 
there of course Is the crux of the 
matter. Eric, is convinced, and 
I am satisfied he saw something., 
what he saw, is another matter,he 
honestly feels it was one,but the 
only answer of course,is for me to 
one else to do the same. In other words,we're right where we started, 
and until 99.9% (By statistics) of the Earth’s population has seen a 
saucer, that’s where we’ll stay. Maybe that’s the intention...........?
Are we going to have a programme, or are we just going to have fun. ?
At this stage , I'd better say a few words of explanation about the 
horrific piece of prose which you are about to read...unless you have 
the sense to sling it in the fire first. The other week-end, in a fit 
of bravado, I toted my gum-boots and sou’wester over to Manchester to 
spend a week-end with E.B. On the Sunday, John Roles and Shorrock 
the Norman (Put that way to dummy the line) came avislting. When they 
appeared, so did a bottle of rhum from behind Er5”'s asf file , where 
he had hidden it from my gaze. He knew that was a safe place, my file 
of asf is bigger than his, so they were the only mags he knew that I 
wouldn't pinch. Anyway, when the bottle had been disposed of (empty) 
in the traditional manner (down the neighbours chimney). EB suggested 
that we collaborate on a story. (Watch him for this, he brings it up 
whenever he’s had some rhum). To make a short story long enough to fill 
this page, we wrote a story. I’m agin it, but here it is.



CATATONIA (SANS DUMMY)
This is started a little later than it should be, it would have been ' 
started sooner,but Norman,Terry, and John decided it would be better • 
to start it later, which is the reason it was not started before. 
Oh dear,what can the matter be, poor old Bentcliffe is locked in the 
lavatory. He would not be in there if he didn't desire to be in their' 
gooa books. (Busily printing afanzIne)(for infantile consumption) 
Crumpy was a robot, Grumpy was a thief, Grumpy came to our moon and 
stole a five bore self repeating loaded atom blaster. "This doesn't ' 
rhyme", said he, pausing only to render an Imitation of the bull- 
throated crottle, he immediately slashed its throat and dotted its 1. A 
(If you don't like that' 1 • just chuck it in the waste paper basket, 
where it belongs.) at which point, the aspidistra in the corner took 
up it's roots and walked, and it kept on walking for mile upon mile 
of desert Infested sand. Until one day, it came upon a three horned 
Oswaldthwistle resting by an aosis (which is very like an oasis). 
Seaing acreature of this nature, made him pause, a cortlco thalamic 
pause in fact. He had seen sissec, but not a sis of the oa variety 
before. Having paused, he Integrated his neuroses (with respect to x) 
and distorted his absolutron into a nearby ■'<-rp, and spaciously 
projected himself and the aforementioned JT to the diametrically 
opposite ends of the sevagram..,the Space-Time continuum (even if 
Space-Times does not) On arrival, the crdttle immediately paused to 
think for a while. Fourteen days later, his nostrils were assailed 
by the stench of burning fanzines, thrown ?n the fire to gleep the 
touful, which was plentiful that year, and thus avoid any castagratin 
of agrostic. Thinking thusly, he overented the twark (the silly goon) 
and weepled the graaas, thus causing the biggest aspidistra in the 
world of Null A to depart in a mood of sulky anxiety. Whilst all 
this was going on, Crumpy could have been seen carrying the five bore . 
self repeating loaded atom blaster along the main street of Trowbridge 
fortunately he wasn't seen by Crumpy, so he slipped sharply through 
an atomic interstice of Crumpy's and met Crumpy coming the other way. 
He refused to acknowledge the other's existence and continued on his 
way to meet Crumpy (This is a very involved plot) He casually 
overheard the non-aristotelian newsboys shouting their glad news of 
a hatchet murder,involving one defunct body of a dead robot. The 
Oswaldthwistle, a timid sould, was demoralised by such utterly cruel ' 
cruelty, and immediately fell over his own feet in an attitude of 
supplication. After contemplating his navel for a while, he arose 
and continued his search for True Fandom and the Enchanted Government 
Surplice. "Surplice, surplice" shouted Crumpy pointing the non- 
aristotelian newsboy in the general direction of the aspidistra, which 
had now let down its roots to the extent of doing its version of a 
Plutonian fertility dance. This increased its fertility so much, that 
Immediately fourteen score new little aspidistras appeared on the * 
scene, all shouting "Surplus, we're Surplus". So hurriedly feeding 
them to the astroniched Crumpy, he removed his golion and warping 
the octahedral thermal radius into a temporary hot foot, he burned 
up thetrall for home, finally vanishing up his own fundamental chord 
in a cloud of blue smoke.

and that was the end of the race that was 
to rule the HYPER-NEO-QUASI-SEMI-UNIVERSE.

Any resemblance by the characters in this story, to any real person 
or persons, deserves the full sympathy of fandom for the aforesaid 
person or persons.


